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BMO(p) AND CARLESON MEASURES

BY

WAYNE STEWART SMITH

ABSTRACT. This paper concerns certain generalizations of BMO, the space

of functions of bounded mean oscillation. Let p be a positive nondecreasing

function on (0, oo) with p(0+) = 0. A locally integrable function on Rm is said

to belong to BMO(p) if its mean oscillation over any cube Q is 0(p(l(Q))),

where l(Q) is the edge length of Q.

Carleson measures are known to be closely related to BMO. Generalizations

of these measures are shown to be similarly related to the spaces BMO(p).

For a cube Q in Rm, |Q| denotes its volume and R(Q) is the set {(x,y) G

R™+1: x G Q, 0 < y < l(Q)}. A measure p on R™+1 is called a r>Carleson

measure if \p\(R{Q)) = 0(p(l(Q))\Q\), for all cubes Q.

L. Carleson proved that a compactly supported function in BMO can be

represented as the sum of a bounded function and the balyage, or sweep, of

some Carleson measure. A generalization of this theorem involving BMO(p)

and p-Carleson measures is proved for a broad class of growth functions, and

this is used to represent BMO(p) as a dual space. The proof of the theorem is

based on a proof of J. Garnett and P. Jones of Carleson's theorem. Another

characterization of BMO(p) using p-Carleson measures is a corollary. This

result generalizes a characterization of BMO due to C. Fefferman. Finally, an

atomic decomposition of the predual of BMO(p) is given.

1. Introduction. The space of functions of bounded mean oscillation, BMO,

is closely related to certain measures known as Carleson measures. In this disserta-

tion this relationship is extended to a generalization of BMO and a corresponding

generalization of Carleson measures.

Let / be a real-valued locally integrable function on Rm and Q a cube in Rm

with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. (We will throughout restrict ourselves to

cubes with sides parallel to the coordinate axes.) We use the notation \Q\ for the

Lebesgue measure of Q, l(Q) for the edge length of Q, and Q(f) for the average of

/ over Q, that is,

Q(f) = \Q\~1 f f(x)dx.
JQ

A growth function p is a positive nondecreasing function defined on (0, oo) with

p(0+) = 0. Let p be a growth function or the constant function 1. If

supp(/(Q))-1Q(|/ - Q(f)\) = H/IIbmoo) < oo,
Q

we say that / is in BMO(p). Two growth functions are said to be equivalent

if their quotient is bounded from above and from zero. Clearly if p and n are

equivalent, BMO(p) = BMO(77). It is well known that when we identify functions
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differing by a constant BMO(p) is a Banach space with the norm above. A good

introduction to these spaces in the setting of the unit circle is in [12]. Dyadic

BMO(p), BMO(p)d, is the space of functions for which the above supremum taken

over dyadic cubes only is finite. A dyadic cube is a cube of the form Q = {x G

R7™: a32~n < x3 < (a3 + 1)2~™, 1 < j < m}, where n and a3 are integers. It is

clear that BMO(p) C BMO(p)a, and simple examples show the inclusion is proper.

BMO(p)d is an easier space to work with than BMO(p) since two dyadic cubes

either are disjoint or nested. However, BMO(p) is more interesting analytically since

it is translation invariant, while BMO(p)a is not. A useful technique in studying

BMO(p) is to first prove a result on BMO(p)a and then try to pass to the nondyadic

case (see [6]).

When p is the constant function 1 we have BMO(p) = BMO. A certain type of

measure on R™+1 = {(x,y): x G Rm, y > 0} is closely related to BMO. Those

positive measures p for which the map taking a function on Rm to its Poisson

integral on R™+1 is bounded as a linear operator from Lp(dx) to Lp(dp), for

p > 1, have been characterized (see [7 and 14, 236]). The characterization, which

is independent of p, is that

sup   |Q|-V(Ä(Q)) = M(P) < oo-
QCR™

Here R(Q) = {(x,y) G R+ + 1: x G Q, y < l(Q)}. This work was based on work

of Carleson [1, 2] in dimension one on the unit circle, and these measures are now

known as Carleson measures. The norm of the linear operator mentioned above is

bounded by CpM(p)1/>p. Here and throughout the paper C will denote a constant

which may change with each usage, but which is independent of any variable in the

equation in which it occurs. So here the constant is independent of the measure p

and the function / G IP, but depends on p and the dimension.

C. Fefferman proved that a function / is in BMO if and only if

f\f(x)\(l + \x\m+1)-1dx<oo    and    y\Vf\2dxdy

is a Carleson measure [5, p. 145]. He also proved that BMO is the dual of the real

variable version of the classical Hardy space Hl. In [3] Carleson proved construc-

tively that a function / in BMO with compact support can be represented as the

sum of a bounded function and the balyage, or sweep, of a Carleson measure with

respect to any of a broad class of kernel functions, of which the Poisson kernel is

representative. That is

f(x) = g(x)+ Ky(x-t)dp(t,y),
Jr™+1

where g is bounded, p is a Carleson measure, and K(x) satisfies conditions (3.1)

in §3. The converse is true, given slightly stronger conditions on K(x). Carleson's

theorem supplies another approach to the H1-BMO duality.

In this paper analogous results are proven for BMO(p), for a broad class of

growth functions. It now is convenient to give some definitions pertaining to growth

functions that we need, and to state some known results regarding them.

A growth function p is said to be regular if t /t°°(p(s)/s2) ds — p(t) < Cp(t).

The function p is of upper type a if p(st) < Csap(t), for all s > 1 and t > 0. The
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function p is of upper type less than a if p is of upper type ß for some ß < a. We

use the notation p(oo) = limt^ooP(£) = supp(t), so p(oo) < oo means that p is

bounded. We state the results we need in the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.1.   Let p be a growth function.

(i) p is a growth function and p < p.

(ii) p is regular if and only if p is of upper type less than one.

(iii) If p is regular then p(ti)/ti < Cp(t2)/t2, ii > t2.

For (i) see [12, p. 55] and for (ii) see [8, Lemma 4]. (iii) is a simple consequence

of (ii) and the definitions. Note that a regular growth function p is equivalent to

the continuous function p.

In §2 a theorem on BMO(/)),j is proved.

In §3 the BMO(p) version of Carleson's theorem on BMO is proved construc-

tively, for p a regular growth function. The proof uses the theorem in §2, and is

modeled on J. Garnett and P. Jones' proof of Carleson's theorem. A generalization

of Carleson measures is introduced. The converse of the theorem is also given.

In §4 the results of §3 are used to represent BMO(p) as a dual space, for p regular

and p(oo) < oo. As a corollary the BMO(p) version of Fefferman's characterization

of BMO using Carleson measures is proved. An atomic decomposition of the predual

of BMO(p) is also given. §4 is concluded with some remarks on transferring these

results from Rm to Tm, the m-dimensional torus.

This paper is a slight revision of my dissertation, written under the supervi-

sion of Donald Sarason. I wish to express my appreciation for all the help and

encouragement he gave me along the way.

2. A theorem about BMO(p)a.

THEOREM 2.1. Let f G BMO(p)d, where p satisfies p(2t) < Cp(t), and let Q0
be a fixed dyadic cube. Then there exists a sequence {Qk} of dyadic cubes, Qk C Qo,

and a sequence {ak} of real numbers such that

(2.1) £   \ak\\Qk\<C\\f\\p(l(Q))\Q\
QkCQ

for all dyadic cubes Q, and

(2-2) /(*)-Qo(/) = 5>fcXQfcO)

a.e. on Qo-  The constant C depends only on the dimension and p.

PROOF. To simplify things we can replace p by a growth function p which

satisfies

p(t) < P(t) < 4p(t)

(so BMO(/?)d = BMO(~p)d) and so that if i, < t2, then either

p(tx) = p(t2)    or    p(ti) < \p(t2).

We now go back to using p to denote this new function.

Assume without loss of generality that ||/|| — 1.

Set

Gi = {Qk C Q0: Qk dyadic, Qfc(|/ - Qo(/)|) > 2p(l(Qk)), and Qk maximal}.
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Maximality implies

(2-3) Qk(\f~Q0(f)\)<Mp(l(Qk)).

To see this let QjJ be that dyadic cube with Q*k D Qk and \Q¡.\ = 2m\Qk\. Since

Q*k£G\ we have

QU\f - Qo(f)\) < 2p(l(QD) < 2Cp(l(Qk))

and

Qk(\f -Qo(f)\) < lSr\QU\f - Qo(f)\) = 2mQU\f -Qo(f)\),
\Qk\

so (2.3) follows.

It is clear that the Qk have disjoint interiors, by maximality, and \JQk covers

Qo\{f = Qo(f)} except for a set of measure zero, by the Lebesgue differentiation

theorem.

We continue with our selection of cubes by induction. Suppose we have com-

pleted (n — 1) steps and have a family G„_i of disjoint dyadic cubes. For each

Q3 G Gn-i set

Gi(Q3) = {Qk C Q3: Qk dyadic, Qk(\f - Q3(f)\) > 2p(l(Qk)), and Qk maximal}

and Gn = \J{Gi(Q3): Q3 G Gn-i}- Maximality again implies

(2-4) Qk(\f-Q3(f)\<Mp(l(Qk)).

Now, if Qk G Gn for some n, we can find Q3 G Gn_i with Qk C Q3. Let

ak = Qk(f) - Q3(f).

Note that (2.4) implies |afc| < Mp(l(Qk)).

We claim {{JGn} = {Qk} and {ak} satisfy (2.1) and (2.2).

As a step toward proving (2.1) we prove that for Q3 G Gn-i

(2.5) Yl   \ak\\Qk\<\Mp(l(Q3))\Q3\.
QkCQj

Write bk = Mp(l(Qk)), so |afc| < bk. Then

E   |afc||Qfc|<I>fc|Qfcl
QkCQj

Qfc€C-„

p(l(Qk))=P(l(Q})) P(l(Qk))<p(l(QJ))/4

= £i+£2

Clearly ^2 < \Mp(l(Q3))\Q3\, since the Qk are disjoint. As for ^,,

£     i^<E/i/-w)i^kj)
,>('<QJ))=P<i(Qk)) JQk HX \^kll

QkCQj.Qiten„

£1"'-*<»'» 4*1
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by the defintion of Gi(Q3), the disjointness of the Qk, and the equality ||/|| = 1.

Since b3 > bk we have Yli — \°3\Q3\, and (2.5) is proved. Note that we have

actually shown, for Q3 G Gn-i,

(2.5') £   bk\Qk\<\b3\Q3\.

Qfc£Gn

We are now in a position to prove (2.1). Fix a dyadic cube Q and set

Gi(Q) = ¡Qj G (JO«: Qj C Q, Q3 maximalj

The Q3 in Gi(Q) are disjoint and

£   \ak\\Qk\<   £  6fc|Qfc| =      £        £   bk\Qk\
QkCQ QkCQ QJ€Gl{Q)QkCQj

which, by induction and (2.5'), is

^     £     £(l     b3\Q3\<Cp(l(Q))\Q\,
QjeGl(Q)n=0  \    '

since b3 < Mp(l(Q)) for all j and the Q3 are disjoint. (2.1) is now proved.

To prove (2.2), first let fo(x) = Qo(f)- We define /„ by induction. Assume /„_i

is defined. Let

fn(x) = fn-i(x) +      £     akXQk(x).

Qk£Gn

Then, for Qk G Gn,

fn(x) = Qk(f), XGQk.

Also, as before, for Q3 G Gn_i

[J   Qk covers Q3\{f = Q3(f)}
QfcCQj

except for a set of measure zero, by the Lebesgue differentiation theorem and the

definition of Gn.

This, the Lebesgue differentiation theorem again, and (2.4) now imply that

fn(x) -* f(x) a.e. on Q0. Thus

f(x) =   lim fn(x) = Q0(f) +     £    akXQk(x)
n—*oo L—^

QfcGUGn

a.e. on Q0, and so (2.2) holds and the proof is complete.

3. Two theorems about BMO(p). In this section a nondyadic version of

Theorem 2.1 is stated and proved. Its proof, from Theorem 2.1, is modeled on the

proof of Carleson's theorem on BMO [3] found by Garnett and Jones [6].

We need a generalization of Carleson measures.

DEFINITION. A measure o on R™+1 is called a /j-Carleson measure if

\o\(R(Q)) < Cp(l(Q))\Q\
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for all cubes Q in Rm. The infimum of all constants C for which the above inequality

holds is denoted by N(a).

Suppose K(x) is a differentiable function on Rm satisfying

(3.1) K(x)>0,        K(x)<C(l+\x\)-1-m,

I K(x)dx — 1    and    |VX(a;)| = o(l)    as |x| —> oo.

For example, we can take K(x) to be the Poisson kernel on Rm. We write Ky(x) =

y-mK(x/y), y > 0.

THEOREM 3.1.   Let p be regular and f G BMO(p) have compact support.  There

is a p-Carleson measure o such that

(3.2) /(*)=/        Ky(x-t)do(t,y)

a.e., and so that N(a) < C\\f\\.  The constant C depends only on K(x), m and p.

PROOF.  Suppose / has support So = {|x¿| < 1, 1 < i < m}. For each a G So

we have, by Theorem 2.1,

TQf(x) = f(x-a)=    £   a[a)XQk(x) + Qo(f)

QkCQo

where Qo — {|x,| < 2,  1 < i < m} and

(3.3) £  \aka)\\Qk\<C\\f\\p(l(Q))\Q\
QkCQ

for all dyadic cubes Q. The above equation defines Ta. Let

fn<*\x) =      £      a[a)XQk(x).

!(Qfc)=2-"

We can assume without loss of generality that Qo(f) = 0, since if not we can add

the cube Qo to the family {Qk} above, with a0 = Qo(f)- It is easy to check that

|a0a)! < C\\f\\p(l(Qo)), so (3.3) will still hold. We now have

OO

Taf(x) = Y,fna)(x)-
7i = 0

So

/(*) = nn /   T-a(Taf(x))da
\So\ Js0
OO . p oo

= £ï4l /   fna)(x + a)da=Y/fn(x),
^0 là°l JSo n=0

by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. For any cube Q

l- f      £     \fn(x)\dx< sup \±-f      £     \fna\x + a)\dx\
^JQ2-n<l(Q) °ZSo[\V\JQ2-n<l(Q) J\Q\

< sup Im £ \4a)\\Qk\\<c\\f\\p(i(Q)),
aeS° I IQI Qk^Q
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where Q and Q have the same center and l(Q) = 3l(Q).   Hence, for any 6 with

0<<5< 1,

do = £ fn(x) don,

where don is surface measure on Rm X {y = <52~n}, satisfies

W\(R(Q)) < C\\f\\6-mp(6'1l(Q))\Q\
<C||/||é-m-V(Z(Q))|Q|,

since p is upper type less than one by Lemma 1.1.   That is, it is a p-Carleson

measure.

Let

Ky(x- t)do(t,y) = £/n *K62-«(x) = £/in(x).

n=0 n=0

We will show that, for sufficiently small 6,

I
<W(3.4) \\E(fn-hn)

We will then do an iteration which will prove the theorem.

To prove (3.4) first note that for any cube Q, locally integrable function F, and

constant a we have

jlj ¡q |FW - 0(7)1* < ¡1 jf |F(x) - .|* + ji jf (F(x) - a)*

SI^IFW-I*.

Using this we see that for a fixed cube Q and a point xq G Q,

ÖT   /      £(/™(X) - hn(x) - Q(fn - hn))\  dl
■¿\ Jo '\Q\

^ 2     £     ïTïï / K/» - MM - (A - /ln)(*0)| «fe
2-«>AI(Q) |g| ^

+ 2 £ j^,   f   \fn(x)-hn(x)\dx
l(Q)<2-"<Al{Q) |VI ■/(3

+ 2       £       T^   f   \fn(x)~hn(x)\dx
2-"<i(Q)

where A > 2 is a constant we will fix later.

To estimate Ei we nrst need to establish

(3-5) |/„(x) - fn(y)\ < C2n\\f\\p(2-n)\x - y\.

To see this first note that we may assume that \x — y\ < 2~n, as otherwise (3.5) is an

immediate consequence of the easily established inequality |/ri(x)| < C||/||p(2~n)

for all x. This is true since it is true for each of the /„   .
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Now,

)fn(x) - fn(y)\ < r?TT / £      \aka)\ \xQk(x + a) - xqk(y + a)I da
|£,°l^oi(Qk)=2-„

< C^:W,)II/"  /        £      \XQk(x + a)-XQk(y + a)\da.

The integrand is 2xe, where

E = {a G So' x + a and y + a fall in different Qk, l(Qk) = 2~n},

i      /■ m   i i
/ ^ V^   "^       ^    ^ /-<l Ion

^ysx£<£^^r-<qx-y|2 .
"I  Jba ¿_]

(3.5) has now been proved.

Now, /in = K¿2 n * fn has the same continuity as fn since J K = 1. So

Si<      £      ¿i/2C2»||/||/»(2-»)|x-xo|dz

<C\\f\\l(Q)      £      7p3(2-"+1-2-)
2-">Ai(Q) l '

<cUMiQ)f   fdtícJñÁM(Q))
A Jai(Q)   t A

<_cm^Áim<_MMm
if A is large enough. The third to last inequality is just the definition of p being

regular and the second to last inequality results from p being of upper type less

than one, which is equivalent to p being regular by Lemma 1.1.

We have shown that 2Ei < ll/llp(^(Q))/6 f°r sufficiently large A.
To estimate E2 nrst note tnat °y (3-5) and the estimate |/n(x)| < C||/||p(2-n)

we get that

|/„(x)-/„*jr«-»(*)|<e||/||p(2-B)

for all n if 6 is small enough, by standard reasoning. So,

2E2 = 2 £ J--f \fn(x)-fn*KS2-n(x)\dx
l(Q)<2"<Al(Q) '^' JQ

<2e\\f\\ £ p(2~n) < Ce\\f\\ f
/(Q)<2-"<A/(Q)

l(Q)
dt

if eA is small, that is for sufficiently small 6.  The next to last inequality follows

from Lemma l.l(iii).
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Now for E31

2E3=2¿t/      £     \fn(x)-fn*KS2-n(x)\dx
M  JQ 2-«<i(Q)

^suV2ik (     £     \fna)(x)-fnaUKS2Mx)\dx.
a      lyl-'«2-»<i(Q)

115

Translation to the origin shows that it suffices to estimate the quantity following

the 'sup' sign for a = 0. Recall that Q is that cube with the same center as Q and

l(Q) = 3l(Q). Let Q(°) = (Q)~ and pave Rm\Q(°) with cubes S^ congruent to

Q. Let QW = §ü). So, by definition fn0),

XQk(x) _ XQk *KSi(Qk)(x)cs.ç E rf>iw¿/
i   QfcCQO)

IQ* IQfcl
dz,

as every dyadic cube Qfc must be in some Q'J'\ since 2  n < Z(Q).

Now note that

L XQk{x)     XQk{x)*K, si(Qk)

\Qk \Qk
dx

does not depend on l(Qk), as is seen by a change of scale. Thus, for e > 0, we can

choose a 6 so

Q\Jq\Q\
XQkix)      XQk * KSl{Qk){x)

\Qk\ \Qk\
dx <

\Q\

for all fc. Also, if Qk C Q^3\ j ^ 0, then XQk(x) = 0 on Q and we get for the term

to be estimated

J_ f XQk * KsijQk

\Q\Jq \Qk
(x)dx < sup KSi(Qk)(x-t)

x6<3
t€Qk

<r¿no ) 1 <       C61^
-     lWk,dist(Q,Qk)^+i - dist(Q,QU))m+i

by (3.1) and since Qk C Q(j). So

<CemmQ))9~M± + C6KQ) £ |[/|| jffig^ff»

by (3.3). And so

2Es < Ce||/||p(i(Q)) + CM/(Q))II/II¿(Q) /
./H

dz

Rm\Q(0)    |Z  -  Z0
m+1

<C(e + i)||/||p(/(Q))< II/IIp(W))

if £ and <5 are small, that is if 6 is sufficiently small.
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Adding our estimates for 2 Eii 2 E2 and 2 E3 we Set that

Q (|£(/n - kn - QUn ~ K))\)   <  \\f\\P(l(Q))/2,

and (3.4) is valid for sufficiently small 6.

We would be finished with the proof if we could iterate this. However, hn does

not have compact support, which is needed in the construction. But, conditions

(3.1) on K imply that \^2hn(x)\ and |VE^n(x)| tend to zero as |z| tends to

infinity. This means that we can find a differentiable function, g, so that g has

compact support and so

|£Mx) -g(x)\    and      V (£/in(x) - g(x)j j

are both small. It is easy to see that this implies that || E hn ~ ç\\ is small. Using

this we can do the required iteration.

Let 0 < A < 2~1|]/|| and choose g as above so that \\g - EMI < 2_1A. We

write bo for / and po for the measure o we constructed above. We have

60(1) - j Ky(x - t) dpo(t, y) = (f(x) - g(x)) + (g(x) - £ hn(x))

= 61 (z) +di(z),

bi has compact support, ||öi|| < ||/-E M + llff-EM < |ll/ll, and \\di\\ < 2~1X.
We can now repeat the entire construction for bi. Iterating this procedure while

dividing A by 2 at each step gives us, at step j,

bj-i(x)- / Ky(x-t)dpj-1(t,y)— bj(x)+dj(x),

where b¡ has compact support, ||6j|| < (|)J||/||, ||d¿|| < 2_JA, and p3-i is a p-

Carleson measure with N(pJ^.i) < C(^y~l\\f\\. It follows that

/n Ky(x - t)dpn(t,y) = bn(x) + J2d3(x),

i=i

where p" = Ev=o f-i 's a p-Carleson measure with N(pn) < C\\f\\ Ey=o(4)J —

C\\f\\-
We need to examine each side of equation (3.6) as n tends to infinity. It is

clear that bn + Ey=i ^i ^s a Cauchy sequence in BMO(p), and so it converges to

a function, B, in BMO(p). Clearly ||ß|| < A. We now consider the left side of

equation (3.6). Let Q% be the cube centered at the origin with l(Qi) = 2l. For each

n we have \pn\(R(Qi)) < C\\f\\p(l(Qi))\Ql\. It follows that some subsequence of

{//"} converges in the weak-* topology of measures on R(Qi). It is easy to show

that the limit measure is a p-Carleson measure with p-Carleson constant at most

C||/||. A standard diagonalization argument now produces a p-Carleson measure

p on all of R+ + 1, with N(p) < C\\f\\ and p the weak-* limit of some subsequence

of {pn}. When we let n tend to infinity through the values of this subsequence,

equation (3.6) becomes

f(x)- JKy(x-t)dp(t,y) = B(x),
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where ||ß|| can be made as small as we please.   A second limiting argument like

this one finishes the proof.

Notice that this proof does not require / to be compactly supported if we only

require a representation of / on a fixed cube. We therefore have the following:

COROLLARY 3.1.   Let p be regular, f G BMO(p), K(x) satisfy (3.1), and Q be
a cube in Rm.  There is a p-Carleson measure a such that

f(x)~Q(f)= f        Ky(x-t)do(t,y)

for almost all x G Q, and so that N(o) < C||/||.

The converse of Theorem 3.1 is valid if we have a better estimate of the rate of

decay of VÄ"(z). So now suppose that K(x) satisfies (3.1) and further that

(3.7) |VK(z)|<c7(l + |z|)-m-1.

THEOREM 3.2.   Suppose that o is a p-Carleson measure on R+ + , where p is

regular. Further suppose that

(3.8) |<j|(Rm x(A,oo)) <oo

for sufficiently large A.  Then

/(*)= f     Ky(x-t)cb(t,y)

is in BMO(p), and \\f\\ < CN(o).

Note that any o coming from g G BMO(p) via Theorem 3.1 satisfies (3.8).

PROOF. It is easy to see that conditions (3.1) and (3.8) imply that f(x) is locally

integrable, and in particular it is defined almost everywhere.

Now let a cube Q be given. Let Q* be the cube with the same center as Q and

l(Q*) = 2l(Q). Let

fi(x)=  f Kv(x-t)do(t,y)    and    f2(x) = f(x) - fi(x).
Jr(Q')

Then

f\fi(x)\dx<f    Ky(x-t)dxf        d\o\(t,y)
JQ Jr.™ Jr(Q-)

<l-2m\Q\p(2l(Q))N(a)

<CN(o)\Q\p(l(Q)).

And so Q(\fi - Q(fi)\) < CN(o)p(l(Q)).
For f2 we first make the estimate for xi,x2 GQ that

1/2(2:1) - /2(z2)| <  / \Ky(xi -t)- Ky(x2 - t)\d\o\(t,y).
Jr"+1\r(q-)

Now let QW = Q*, Q(") = (Q^1»)* for n > 2.  We now use (3.7) to estimate

|K-„(xi -t) - Ky(x2 - t)\ when (t,y) G R(Q^)\R(Q^n-^).

\Kv{Xl - t) - Ky{x2 - t)\ = y
— m K{*±^A)-Kí*2-t
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and if tGRm\Q{n-1] this is

<y
Xi -x2 C C

(2n~2l(Q)/y)m+1 - 2(™+1W(Q)'y

On the other hand, if y > 2n~ll(Q), then the above is

IX1 - x2
<y~ c <       Cl(Q) C

(2nl(Q))m+l      2(m+1)"|Q|'

and so the same estimate holds here. Since for (t,y) G R(Q^)\R(Q^n~^) either

t G Rm\Q<n-1' or y > 2n"1/(Q), the above estimate holds on R(Q^)\R(Q<-n'1)).

Now, going back to our estimate for \f2(xi) - f2(x2)\, we have

oc

|/2(xi) - /2(z2)| < £ / \Ky(xi -t)- Ky(x2 - t)\d\o\(t,y)
^r'1/ñ(Q("+i))\ií(Q<"))

<
C   °°        1        Í

M£^^/fi(Q(n+1)/H(^)

* iñí £ ¿J^Nwm{n+1)\Q\p(in+1im
\Q\ tl *m+1)

scww1(0)jœ

<CN(o)l(Q) H ^-ds
Ji(Q)   s

< CN(o)p(l(Q))

since p is regular.

Combining our estimates of the mean oscillation of /i and f2 we get that

Q(\f-Q(f)\)<CN(o)p(l(Q)),

and the proof is complete.

4. Duality. In this section we use Theorem 3.1 to represent BMO(p) as a dual

space. S. Janson used other methods to do this [8]. We first give the definition of

the space he showed to be the predual. Let S be the Schwarz space of C°° rapidly

decreasing functions on Rm. H1 is the real variable version of the classical Hardy

space Hl [5].

DEFINITION. Let p be a growth function and 4> G S satisfy f qb ̂  0. Then
B(p,H1,4>) is the space of all distributions / satisfying

/>oo

\B(p,H^,4>) =  j      Ht * /II/71 dp(t) < OO.
Jo

The following results are in Janson's paper.

LEMMA 4.1.   Let p and n be equivalent growth functions and <p, ip G S with

f <}>, j>7¿0.  Then
(i) B(p,H1,<f>) is a Banach space;

(ii) B(p,H1,4>) = B(p,H1,ip) with equivalent norms;

(iii) B(p,H1) = B(n,Hl) with equivalent norms.
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The change in notation in (iii) is all right by (ii).

Janson showed that B(p, H1)' = BMO(p). The kernel function K(x) in Theorem

3.1 need not be in S. This will allow us to represent the predual of BMO(p) as

a space of harmonic functions, for example, which Janson's methods do not allow

when we are working on Rm. For the sake of simplicity and familiarity we will

suppose that K(x) is the Poisson kernel for the definition and theorem below,

although any kernel satisfying (3.1) and (3.7) could be used. The Poisson kernel is

the function P(x) = cm/(l + |z|2)(m+1)/2 (see [14, p. 61]).

DEFINITION. Let p be a growth function. C(p, Hl) is the space of all functions

f(x,y) harmonic on R™+1 satisfying

roo

\c(p,W)= \\f (x,y)\\hi dp(y) < oo.
Jo

The H1 norm in the integrand is taken with respect to z.

The following lemma is proved in the same way as Lemma 4.1.

LEMMA 4.2.   Let p andn be equivalent growth functions.  Then

(i) C(p,Hl) is a Banach space;

(ii) C(p,H1) = C(?/,ii1) with equivalent norms.

We now need some results about H1. For f(x,y) harmonic on R™+1 we define

f+(x) = sup{|/(z,y)|: y > 0}. Then //+ is one of several equivalent norms on H1

[5]. This is the norm we will use. H¿ is the set of C°° rapidly decreasing functions

intf1.

LEMMA 4.3.   Let f G H1 and f(x, y) be its harmonic extension to R™+1. Then

(Í)   ||/(-,yi)||Hi<||/(-,!/2)||ffi   ifV2<Vl\

(ii) f(-,y) -> / m H1 as y -» 0;
(iii) Hq is dense in H1.

(i) is immediate from our choice of norm. For (ii) and (iii) see [14, pp. 221, 225].

LEMMA 4.4.   Let f gC(p,H1).  Then f(-,y) -> / in norm as y ->0.

PROOF. Let e > 0. Choose N so large that

fl/N /-oo

/       +/     \\f(x,y)\\mdp(y)<e.
Jo Jn

Now choose 6 and n so that 0 < 6,  n  <  1/2N and ||/(x,f5) - f(x,r¡)\\H¡   <

mm(e, e/p(N)). This is possible by Lemma 4.3(h). Now,

\\f(x,6)- f(x,n)\\c(p,Hi)
/•1/2N fN /.oo

= / +/        +/     \\f(x,c- + y)-f(x,V + y)\\H>-dp(y)
Jo J1/2N    Jn

= h + h + h-

By the choice of N, 8 and n we have h + h < 4e. By Lemma 4.3(i),

/2<||/(z,¿)-/(z,?y)||H1p(iV)<£.

Thus ||/(x,<5) — f(x,n)\\c(p,Hl) < 5e if <5 and r\ are sufficiently small. The lemma

now follows by standard reasoning.
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LEMMA 4.5.   Hq is dense in C(p,H1) if p(oo) < oo.

PROOF. By Lemma 4.4 we see that H1 is dense in C(p,H1) and H¿ is dense

in H1 by Lemma 4.3. Now let e > 0 and / G C(p,H1). Choose g G H1 so that

11/ ~~ y\\c{p,Hl) < £• Now choose h G H¿ so that \\g - h\\Hi < e/p(oo). Then, by
Lemma 4.3(i),

/•oo

h - Hc(p,Hi) = /     \\g(x,y)-h(x,y)\\Hidp(y)
Jo

< \\9-h\\Hip(oo) < e.

Thus ||/ — h\\c(p¡H¡) < 2e, and the lemma is proved.

We also need the following notion of a sequence adapted to a growth function,

which can be found in [8].

DEFINITION. Let p be a regular growth function with p(oo) < oo. A sequence

{£i}o° °f positive number is adapted to p is there are constants Ci and C2 so that

KCi< p(U)/p(tl+i) < C2,       i > 0,

and p(oo) < C2p(t0).

There is never any problem in choosing the í¿ since the continuous function

t f   (p(s)/s2)ds is equivalent to p.

LEMMA 4.6. Let p be regular, p(oo) < oo, {¿¿}o° be adapted to p and g G

C(p,Hl).  Then
OO

£||3(z,ít)||//.p(2íí)
¿=o

is an equivalent norm on C(p, H1).

PROOF. The function p(t) = p(tt), £¿+i < t < í¿, is an equivalent growth

function to p since {í¿}o° is adapated to p. By Lemma 4.2(ii)

/■oo oo

/     113(1, y)\\H1 dp(y) = £ \\g(x, U)\\Hi (p(U-i) - p(U))
Jo l=0

is an equivalent norm to HoHc^/í1)- ^ms implies the lemma since {í¿}o° is adapted

to p and p(2i) < Cp(t) for any regular growth function.

We need one last lemma, this time about BMO.

LEMMA 4.7. Let f G BMO and Q0 be the cube centered at the origin with

'(Qo) = 1- Let Qi be any cube centered at the origin with Qo C Q\.  Then

PROOF. The inequality with Q0 is in [5]. The proof shows that if Qi is used

instead of Qo a smaller upper bound results.

We now are ready to state and prove our duality results.

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose p is a regular growth function and p(oo) < oo. Then

C(p,H1)' = BMO(p) in the following sense:
(a) For f G BMO(p), L(g) = f fg is a bounded linear functional on C(p,Hl),

defined initially for g G Hq, with ||L|| < C||/||bmo(p)í
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(b) any continuous linear functional L on G(p,Hl) corresponds as in (a) to a

unique function f in BMO(p), with ||/||bmo(p) < C||L||.

PROOF. We will prove (a) first, so assume / 6 BMO(p) and g G Hq. This will

suffice since Hq is dense in C(p,H1) by Lemma 4.5. Since BMO(p) C BMO, we

have by Lemma 4.7 that

/
lf[Xi]x?mH)l dx Z CoII/Hbmo < c7op(oo)||/||bmo(„)

This, the second part of Lemma 4.7 and the rapid decrease of g means that for

e > 0 we can find a cube Q centered at the origin so that if F G BMO(p) and

IIFII < U/H, then

<
(4.1)      /        (F-Q(F))g

jRm\Q

By Corollary 3.1 we have that

m-Q(f)=

I   /   \ri   ■   I    Im+lM   f        M*) ~~ Q(F)\    ,
sup \g(x)(l + \x\m+1)\ / '> dx
x$Q JRm     L + \x\

< e.

Py(x - t)do(t,y)
R"

for almost all x G Q, where o is a p-Carleson measure with N(o) < C||/||.   Let

h(x) = /r-+' py(x - t)do(t,y). Theorem 3.2 implies that \\h\\ < C\\f\\.

Now

/    fg= f    (f-Q(f))9=f    hg+ f        (f-Q(f))g-f        hg,
Jr™ 7r™ Jr™ Jr™\q JRm\Q

and so we have that

/H/ hg + (l + c)s

by (4.1), since Q(h) = 0. So we need to show

1/hg < C\\f\\BMO(p)h\\c(p,HL)-

By Fubini's theorem

/     hg=  I      I Py(x-t)do(t,y)g(x)dx= /        g(x,y)do(x,y).
Jr™ Jr™ Jr™+1 Jr^+i

At this point we claim that we can assume without loss of generality that for our

function g in H¿ there is a vector-valued function G so that G = (uo,ui, • • •,um),

where the functions u3(x,y) satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations on R™+1, G is

continuous and rapidly decreasing on R^+1, |G| > 0, A|G| = 0(1 + y + |z|)-m-Ä

for some 6 > 0, and «o(z, y) = g(x, y). We can make this assumption by a limiting

argument found in [14, pp. 225-227]. Also see [5, p. 147]. It follows from this that

/      sup \G(x,y)\dx< C\\g(x,y0)\\H'-
JRm y>yo

We also clearly have |f;| < |G| on R^+1.
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Now choose a sequence, {£¿}o°, adapted to p, with G2 < 10. Let Ai = {(x,y) G

pm+i. 2t{ < y < 2í¿-i} for i > 0, where we take i_i to be infinity. Let dol(x,y) =

XAi(x,y)do(x,y). We then have

/» OO n

/ g(x,y)do(x,y)  <£/ |G(x,j/)|d|<7i|(x,j/).
Jil+ Z=0JR+

We estimate these integrals separately. View |er¿| as a measure on the half-space

H(i = {(z, y) G R+ + : U < y}. The fact that a is a p-Carleson measure implies

that |<r¿| is a Carleson measure on Hí¿, with Carleson constant at most

Cp(2tl_i)N(o) < CC2p(2tl)\\f\\ < Cp(2U)\\f\\.

At this point we would like to use the theorem on Carleson measures, mentioned

in the Introduction, to estimate the above integrals. We cannot do this yet though,

since we need an exponent greater than one on the integrands. We overcome this

difficulty as in [5].

Let q — (m — l)/m if m > 1, q = \ if m = 1, s(x) = \G(x,ti)\q and s(x,y) the

Poisson integral of s. Then we have \G(x,tl + y)\ < s(x,y)p for p = 1/q > 1, s G

Lp(Rm), and

\l=f
Jr"

\G(x,ti)\dx<C\\g{x,ti)\\Hi

For this see [14, pp. 222, 223].

We now have, by the Carleson measure theorem, that

/        |G(z,y)|dK|(z,y)= /     \G(x,y)\d\ai\(x,y)
Jr™+1 Jnl%

< /     s(z,j/-£I)pd|<T¿|(z,í/)

<Cp(2tl)\\f\\\\s\\p<Cp(2tz)\\f\\\\g(x,ti)\\Hl.

Putting the above estimates together we have

/OO

hg < G||/||bmo(p) £ \\g(x, tl)\\Hlp(2ti)

i=0

< CH/llBMOtpjIlsllctp,//1)'

where the last inequality is due to Lemma 4.6.

The proof of (a) is now complete.

We now go on to the proof of (b). Suppose L is a bounded linear functional

on C(p,H1). As noted before, we only need to find a representation of L on Hq

since this is a dense subspace. If g G H¿, then H^Ucíp.H1) < PÍ00)!^!!//1- I* follows

that L induces a bounded linear functional on H1. Since (H1)' = BMO, we have

L(g) = / fgior some / in BMO. We will show that / actually is in BMO(p).
Let a cube Q in Rm be fixed and let g be any function such that support (g) C

Q, \g(x)\ < IQI-1 and f g = 0. We will estimate Hgllc^,./?1)- We have

(4.2) g(x, y)= f    Py(x - t)g(t) dt = f Py(x - t)g(t)
Jr™ Jq

dt.
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By Taylor's theorem we have

123

(4.3) Py(X   -  t)   =   d   +   C2t

for each t G Q and (x,y) G Rm+1, and

y

+ i

(4.4)

|G2|<sup
teg y

m+1
VP

x — t

y

<supC(y + \x-t\)-l-m
teQ

by the estimate (3.7) for K(x) = P(x). Notice that Gi will not contribute to the

above integral since / g = 0.

Now let Q(°) = Q and let Q^ have the same center as Q^1' with l(Q^) =

2Z(Q("-1)), for n > 1. Then

\g\\c(p,H>) = / sup |f?(x,s)| dxdp(y)
_/Rm+l s>y

OO

= £'«,

sup \g(x,s)\dxdp(y)
ó-'ñ(Q<n>)\fl(Q(n-1>) s>y

71 = 0

where we take Q*   ^ = 0. Since |g(z, s)| < |Q|   1 everywhere, we have

h + h < IQr^-IQIpf^íQ)) < Cp(l(Q)).
Now, using (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), by the same estimates used in the proof of The-

orem 3.2 we get that

In<
cm ^">mQ>">)) = ̂ ^. for n > 2.

(i(Q(«)))"H

As before we get E^=2 I« < Cp{4l{Q)) < Cp(l(Q)), and so \\g\\c(p,H>) = J2Zo 7«
< Cp(l(Q)).

Thus, for any such g,

Ifg <C\\L\\p(l(Q)).

So, for g(x) = \Q\   J sign(/(z) - Q(/))xq(x), we have

¿I / 1/ - Q(/)l = / g(f - Q(f)) = ¡(9- Q(g))f

< 2C\\L\\p(l(Q)).

Therefore / G BMO(p) with / < G||L||. The proof of (b) is complete except for

showing that / is unique. But this is easy since the above argument shows that if

/i and f2 correspond to L, then Q(|/i - f2 - Q(fi - f2)\) = 0 for all cubes Q. This

means ||/i -/2||bmo(p) =0.

Theorem 4.1 has the following corollary, which is analogous to a characteriza-

tion of BMO found by Fefferman [5, p. 145]. That (a) implies (b) seems to be well

known, at least for dimension one on the unit circle [12, p. 61].  The same proof
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works on Rm, and so will be omitted here. That (b) implies (a) answers a question

by Sarason, asked in the setting of the unit circle. C. Mueller [11] and myself (un-

published) have found proofs in this setting. S. Janson [9] has found another proof

that works on Rm. The proof below is similar to the proof of the corresponding re-

sult for BMO. In particular we need to have the predual of BMO(p) represented as

a space of harmonic functions. We write f(x, y) and g(x, y) for the Poisson integrals

of the functions / and g on Rm, and |V/|2 for \df/dy\2 + E™ i \df/dx3\2.

COROLLARY 4.1.   Let p be a regular growth function with p(oo) < oo.   Then

the following are equivalent:

(a)/GBMO(p).

(b)

Ll + lxl
—y dx < oo    and   y\Vf(x,y)\2dxdy

is a p2-Carleson measure on R™+ .

PROOF. We only prove that (b) implies (a). The first condition in (b) implies

that the Poisson integral of / exists, and so the second condition makes sense.

In view of Theorem 4.1 it suffices to show that any / satisfying condition (b)

induces a bounded linear functional on C(p, H1), given by L(g) = f fg for g in Hq.

Fefferman's theorem on BMO shows that (b) implies / is in BMO. In the proof of

that theorem it is shown that for / in BMO and g in Hq

f    fg = 2¡        yVf-Vgdxdy,
Jr™ Jr™+1

and so it will suffice to estimate the integral on the right.

We again choose a sequence adapted to p, {í¿}o°, with G2 < 10, and as before

we let Ai = {(x,y) G R+ + 1: 2í¿ < y < 2í¿_i}, i > 0, where we take t_i to be

infinity. We will estimate the above integral over each Ai separately.

We now make the same assumptions on g as were made in the proof of Theorem

4.1, so we have a vector-valued function G satisfying the conditions listed there.

Now,

/   yVf-Vgdxdy  < f  y\Vf\\VG\dxdy
Ja, J Ai

I   y\Vf\2\G\dxdy^       (^1   y\VG\2\G\-ldxdy

= (hh)1/2-

The same argument used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that

h<Cp2(2tl)\\g(x,tl)\\m.
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To estimate I2 we use the inequality |VG|2 |C|~x < (m + 1)A|G| [14, p. 217]. So

(m+l)-1^ <C f  yA\G\dxdy
Ja,

<  /     {y + ti)A\G\{x,y + ti)dxdy
Jflti

<2 f       yA\G\(x,y + U)dxdy
Jr™+1

= 2 f    \G(x,U)\dx<C\\g{x,ti)\\„i.
ÍR">

The equality follows from Green's theorem [14, p. 87].

Putting the above estimates together we see that

/.
yVf ■ Vgdxdy

A,
<Cp(2U)\\g(x,tl)\\H1

Lemma 4.6 now shows that

LR™+1

j/V/ • V<? dx dy <C\\g\ C(p,H>)-

This finishes the proof.

By keeping track of the various constants in this proof one can show that if a(f)

is the p2-Carleson measure in condition (b), then N(o(f)) is comparable to ||/||2.

As another corollary to Theorem 4.1 we give an atomic decomposition of

C(p,Hx), using the same type of reasoning used in [4] to give the atomic de-

composition of the Hp spaces.

DEFINITION. A p — 1-atom is a function a(x) on Rm satisfying:

(i) The support of a(x) is contained in a cube Q;

(ii) |a(z)| < (p(l(Q))\Q\)-i;
(iii)/o = 0.

COROLLARY 4.2. A distribution f is in C(p,H1) if and only if it can be rep-
resented in the form

oo

(4.5) £Aîoî(z)

¿=o

for ai p — 1-atoms and At real numbers satisfying E^o I'M < °°- Also

HI/HI = inf | £ |A<|:  (4.5) represents f I

is an equivalent norm on C(p,H1).

PROOF. Let C be the space of all distributions that can be represented in the

form (4.5). It is clear that ||| -1|| is a norm on C. The proof of part (b) of Theorem

4.1 shows that any p— 1-atom is in C(p, H1), with its norm at most one. The series

(4.5) therefore converges in C(p,H1), since E¿^o I'M < °°- ^ 's easy to see tnat

C is complete.   It is clear that a function / in BMO(p) defines a bounded linear
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functional on C, given by L(a) = f fa for an atom a. Also, any such functional

must be so represented, by the argument used to prove part (b) of Theorem 4.1.

Since C and C(p, H1) have the same dual space, represented in the same way, and

C C C(p,Hl), the Hahn-Banach theorem implies C = C(p,Hl), with equivalent

norms. The proof is complete.

It should be remarked that if we consider functions on Tm, the m-dimensional

torus, all the results in this paper are still valid. The proofs must be rewritten with

the torus in mind, and there are simplifications since compactness is no problem.

In Corollary 4.2 we would have to include the atom ao(z) = p(27r)_1(27r)_m, since

C(p, H1) then contains nonzero constant functions.

p-Carleson measures on the unit disk of the complex plane have been studied for

p(t) = t". See, for example, [10 and 13]. The methods of this paper generalize as

well as simplify some of these results.
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